
Cathy’s Key Updates (compiler’s comments and Scripture selections are in
italics)
#139 — 29 May to 4 June 2024
(All Bible Scripture references are from the KJV unless otherwise indicated)
(Underlines are compiler’s emphasis)
(KURC = Key Updates Reader Contribution / DYOR = Do Your Own Research)
(Note full disclaimer located at the end of this compilation.)

29 May

>💥😭 • "Israeli Airstrike on Gaza Refugee Camp in Rafah Decapitates
Small Child, Kills Dozens" - Includes .28 sec, .17 sec, 1.48 min and .16 sec
vids.
(Excerpts:) "An Israeli airstrike on a tent city full of displaced Palestinians on
Sunday decapitated a small child and killed dozens of civilians. From AP,
'Palestinian medics say Israeli airstrikes kill 35 in Gaza's Rafah as displaced
people are hit': Palestinian health workers said Israeli airstrikes killed at least 35
people Sunday and hit tents for displaced people in the southern Gaza city of
Rafah, and 'numerous' others were trapped in flaming debris. Gaza's Health
Ministry said women and children made up most of the dead and dozens of
wounded. The attacks came two days after the International Court of Justice
ordered Israel to end its military offensive in Rafah, where more than half of
Gaza's 2.3 million population had sought shelter before Israel's incursion earlier
this month. Whereas, [there has been substantial verified eyewitness, forensic
and third-party investigative] evidence Israel lied about Hamas 'beheading 40
babies' in one small kibbutz on October 7th, there's horrifically graphic video
showing Israel decapitated a Palestinian child being shared all over social media
(WARNING: GRAPHIC).":
https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=64465
- and -
• "Exclusive: Hamas ends ceasefire talks until Israel halts Rafah operation
and withdraws troops - Source tells MEE that Hamas is withdrawing from
ceasefire talks after attack on displaced persons camp resulted in 45 deaths":
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/war-gaza-hamas-ceasefire-negotiations-me
diators-rafah-attack
- and -
• "Evening recap":
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https://www.middleeasteye.net/live-blog/live-blog-update/evening-recap-124
- and -
• TTS comment: "Support for Zionism is a prerequisite for success in American
politics. So while the Biden administration continues to send arms to Israel and
says the Rafah massacre 'didn’t cross any redlines', Nikki Hailey [Hmmm, any
relation to this woman?! (See Rev.17:6)] tours northern Israel in a show of
support, signing artillery shells with the words 'finish them'."
"Nikki Haley writes ‘finish them’ on IDF artillery shells during Israel visit":
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=288452

>🤔 Remember this incident? Initially reported in KU#122/1 Feb.:
"Christian Man Who Destroyed Satanic Altar in Iowa Capitol Takes Plea
Deal to Avoid Hate Crime Charge" - Find out why! Includes 2.48 and 1.18 min,
.14 sec vids:
https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=64463

>👏 Can't afford fast food? May God be praised! He is speaking, no, yelling!:
"Stop eating that crap!" I'm going to try to control myself and not launch into a
tirade about non-and-bad-food ingredients of fast food. You can DYOR on it. But
honestly, is this a sign or what? I know how to whip up a super-healthy soup in 20
minutes from my garden-grown ingredients, and bake some protein-filled muffins!
(Sardine muffins, anyone? Yep, they're a thing! And totally yum! Apply my
homemade hummus and devour! And want to stretch a carton of cottage
cheese? My cottage cheese muffins do the trick!) And you can stamp a
shoestring price tag on that meal, which is ultra-nutritious! Should this headline
read, "80% Are Too Lazy and Brain Dead to Bother Cooking Their Own Food"?
Yes! Leave, McCrap! Leave ASAP! So that people will hopefully realise that there
is life after the death of fast food! Although there's McCrap in the country where I
live, there isn't one in my town! [APPLAUSE!]:
• "80% Can't Afford Fast Food | McDonald’s Considers Leaving California!" -
Includes 11.31 min vid:
https://youtu.be/Gygsapz25vY?feature=shared
- and -
• "9 Countries That Have Banned McDonald’s - Despite what you might
think, the fast-food giant is not loved the whole world over.":
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https://www.rd.com/list/countries-banned-mcdonalds/

>🚫 Headline from tapnewswire: "Don't accept any jabs!" - OMG! Shocking
gaslighting hospital tactics! Here are the links posted on tapnewswire:
• "JOHN O'LOONEY: WARNING! UK HOSPITAL DECEPTIVELY INJECTS
3-IN-1 INJECTION INSTEAD OF TETANUS VAX" - 1.39 min vid:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/y5pYHfbroQcD
- and-
• "NHS DIRTY TRICKS TO STICK A JAB POISON IN YOU!!" - 2.07 min vid:
https://www.brighteon.com/bae7cb19-8051-47a2-949a-57d9cfbea174

>💉 KURC, who said, "The man is simply evil!" - Amen to that! Short vid, Time
cover is from May 2017.:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/431203573171425

>👀 In pondering about the spraying of chemtrails, it made me think about
animals that spray to leave their mark, such as: striped polecats, scunks,
millepedes, bombardier beetles, woodhoopoes and cats. God, protect us from
the anti-Christ anarchial animals who spray their seditious war against You, Your
creation and Your love! Deliver us from evil, in Jesus' Name!:
"The Abstract episode 31 'Chemtrails are REAL: The Hard Evidence'" -
Includes 20.27 min vid, as well as link to the documentary "The Dimming", which
is 1.56.51 hr:
https://www.activistpost.com/2024/05/the-abstract-episode-31-chemtrails-are-real
-the-hard-evidence.html

>🙏 "Texas storm damage: 'End of the world' scenes after tornados and
'extreme' hail torture Lone Star State" - Includes lots of photos and 1.18 min
vid. Prayers upon prayers upon prayers for all the brethren standing strong in this
mega geo-engineering hot spot!:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13467507/texas-storm-weather-damage-
tornado-scenes.html
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>✝ "The West’s War on God"
(Excerpts:) "Perhaps the most startling quality of world leaders today is that they
do not believe in much beyond their own wants and needs. Many will feign a
belief in God for the sake of appearances, but true believers are hard to find. In
the West, where Christianity has shaped society for two thousand years, it is
more common to find governments punishing Christians for their faith than to see
biblical doctrine defended...Nowhere are leftists more committed to burying
Christianity than in the United States. Why is that? For the same reason that the
Chinese Communist Party tortures, enslaves, and murders Christians living
within its domain: Christians understand that God’s authority supersedes that of
the State. China must prevent Christianity from growing within its borders
because a population faithfully obedient to God will not remain mindlessly
obedient to a communist dictatorship. Likewise, American Marxists must first
dismantle American Christians’ spiritual faith before they can cultivate a
widespread dependence upon and deification of D.C.’s Deep State...Without
actively seeking God’s guidance, Americans cannot expect to enjoy God’s
blessings. It is a sure-fire and diabolical path toward tyranny.":
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2024/05/the_west_s_war_on_god.html
?ref=truth11.com

30 May

>💥😭 The Zios go berserk! Is it: "Along with our red cows from Texas*, we'll
follow Satan's bloody prospectus! Our pagan plexus calls out, 'Be reckless!
Leave them neckless!' US will bless us, praise and protect us! Satan directs us!
We are the bestest! Drink blood for breakfast!"? Oh, dear God! "Deliver me from
the workers of iniquity, and save me from bloody men." (Psa.59:2) *In KU#122 / 3
Feb, I posted this article titled, "Hamas Spokesman Blames Israel’s Importing
‘Red Heifers’ For October Attack":
https://vinnews.com/2024/01/25/hamas-spokesman-blames-israels-importing-red
-heifers-for-october-attack/. Is the butchery in Gaza a part of the buildup to this
eventual ritual purification ceremony?
• "Israeli Missile Attack Turns Refugee Camp Into Rafah Hellscape" - .37 and
.8 sec vids:
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https://www.unz.com/mwhitney/israeli-missile-attack-turns-refugee-camp-into-raf
ah-hellscape/
- and -
• "US-made munitions used in deadly strike on Rafah tent camp, CNN
analysis shows - American fingerprints all over Rafah camp horror strike"
(Excerpts:) "Expert analysis of video footage suggests the deadly IDF airstrike on
the Rafah tented refugee camp that killed at least 45 people was conducted with
US weapons - despite President Biden insisting he wouldn’t allow their use in a
Rafah offensive. The tail of a Boeing-produced GBU-39 small-diameter bomb
(SDB) - supposedly designed for high-precision attacks - is visible from footage
reviewed by four explosive weapons experts for CNN.":
https://edition.cnn.com/2024/05/28/middleeast/gaza-us-munitions-rafah-strike-an
alysis-intl-hnk/index.html
- and -
• "'Bodies everywhere’: the horrors of Israel’s strike on a Rafah camp" - 1.05
and 1.03 min vids:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/article/2024/may/29/bodies-everywhere-peop
le-describe-horror-israeli-strike-rafah-camp

>🤔 TTS comment: "Mossad director Yossi Cohen personally involved in a plot
to pressure the international criminal court chief prosecutor to drop war crimes
investigation, insiders say."
"Revealed: Israeli spy chief ‘threatened’ ICC prosecutor over war crimes
inquiry":
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=288403

>♨ "US Endgame in Ukraine — War Without End, Amen" - The photo at the
top of the article was taken at the Field of Mars, in Kiev. Mars, the bloody god of
war. "Mars was known as the Roman god of war. He was said to love the
violence and conflict. His persona represented military power and the noise and
blood of battle." (See: https://greekgodsandgoddesses.net/gods/mars/
(Excerpts:) "Neither Biden nor Zelensky, on the other hand, wants this war to
end: They cannot afford it for a variety of reasons. This is the reality. They are the
main impediment to peace. They have painted the conflict as some kind of
cosmic confrontation between good and evil, and in so doing they have also
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painted themselves into a corner. But what happens when a powerful nation
cannot lose a war it has already lost?":
https://consortiumnews.com/2024/05/28/patrick-lawrence-us-endgame-in-ukraine
-war-without-end-amen/

>😤 And this is another battlefield! Gird up! (see 1 Pet.1:13) Bind up! (See
Psa.147:3) Keep looking up! (See Heb.12:2)
• "Creating a Mentally Ill Nation as Grooming Entities, Including Disney and
Nintendo, are Driving So-Called 'Transgender' Children, Teens and Adults
to Suicide and Brutally Gruesome Murders" - Includes 2.03, 3.33, 1.33 and
5.19 min vids:
http://allnewspipeline.com/Creating_Mentally_Ill_Nation.php
- and -
• "Transgender surgeon promotes castration of teenagers as 'an adventure
for young people'":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-05-28-transgender-surgeon-promotes-castrat
ion-of-teenagers-as-adventure.html
- and -
• "Young drag queen dances for kids at the Vatican’s World Children’s Day -
'Carmine De Rosa', one of the official artists/drag queens at the event, appeared
in a myriad of drag outfits along with some suggestive cardboard costumes and
danced in front of children. This is the new ‘papal’ groom. Male Drag 'Artist'
Dances for Kids at Vatican's World Children's Day. Catholics have expressed
horror after a male performance artist danced in drag for young children during
Pope Francis' first World Children's Day"- .54 sec vid:
https://youtu.be/qj3WNuUgmNk?feature=shared
- and -
• "Vatican World Children's Day with Drag Artist for Kids (Raw Footage) -
This is raw video footage of Italian performance artist Carmine De Rosa at the
Olympic Stadium on May 25, 2024." - .56 sec vid:
https://youtu.be/sUd8OdNvza4?feature=shared

>😳 "Researchers into the UK government’s Office for National Statistics
(ONS) database for mortality rates in 2021 found that the vaccination status
of many of the dead had been altered. People who had been vaccinated and
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then died were labelled as 'unvaccinated' - Vaxxed Deaths Recorded as
Unvaxxed to Make Covid Shots Appear ‘Safe,’ Official Data Shows" - No
surprises! Such perfidy is in their blood! For the Antichrist will even "think to
change times and laws" (see Dan.7:25).:
https://slaynews.com/news/vaxxed-deaths-recorded-unvaxxed-make-covid-shots
-appear-safe-official-data/

>🕵 Insights into China's long march in the long game for domination?
• "Is China Stockpiling Resources to Prepare for War?":
https://www.newsweek.com/china-stockpiling-resources-preparation-war-taiwan-
economy-gold-oil-ukraine-russia-1905113
- and -
• "How Republican Ashley Hinson's 'Farm Bill' provision could stop China's
buy out of U.S. farmland - as it's revealed communist adversary has bought
347,000 acres" - 4.43 min vid:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13468397/china-buying-united-states-na
tional-security-farm-bill-ashley-hinson.html

>🚨 "Keep on Rockin’ in the Free World - As the US celebrates $95.3 billion
in military funding for Israel, Taiwan, Ukraine, and the US, we unpack the
US Indo-Pacific strategy and what’s at stake." - One day, God is going to rock
their, the worldlings', world! "While you were watching, a rock was cut out, but not
by human hands. It struck the statue on its feet of iron and clay and smashed
them." (Dan.2:34 NIV):
https://scheerpost.com/2024/05/28/keep-on-rockin-in-the-free-world/

>📢 "Australian parliament passes digital ID law to enshrine the globalist
control matrix down under":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-05-28-australian-parliament-passes-digital-id-
law-globalist-control.html
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>🔎 "Huge Underwater Pyramid Discovered Near Portugal — The Navy Is
Investigating" - 1.53 and 6.49 min vids. (In tandem with this, be sure to catch
"Hacking Atlantis: The Craze In The HotZone!", featured in KU#138/26 May.):
https://helenastales.weebly.com/blogue/huge-underwater-pyramid-discovered-ne
ar-portugal-the-navy-is-investigating#google_vignette

>👀Whoah! "What Has Been Hidden At The North Pole?" - 3.06 min vid. If
you haven't already, be sure to take in Lorenzo Delaurentis' Nightlight interviews
with Christopher Glyn that lay out the battle between God's Geocentric and the
Copernican models of the universe and that challenge us to decide which to
believe: Satan’s corrupt concepts or the Word of God!:
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/161/926/132/playable/8d
bd5e2fd39b41bd.mp4
- The link to this video can also be accessed from here:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/05/what-has-been-hidden-at-the-north-pole/

31 May

>💣 GAZA: REVOLT IN THE FOREIGN OFFICE - Exclusive: Hundreds of civil
servants have written to David Cameron urging the government to publish its
legal advice on whether its support to Israel breaches international law, writes a
former aid official."
https://www.declassifieduk.org/gaza-revolt-in-the-foreign-office/

>💥 Summer is approaching and the temperature's rising! "Watch and pray"
(see Matthew 26:41), as Jesus commanded, for the Antichrist's deception is and
will be the darkest and most demonic ever! "For there shall arise false christs,
and false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it
were possible, they shall deceive the very elect." (Matthew 24:24)
• "Are Biden And Netanyahu Orchestrating War In the United States?"
(Excerpts:) "In my view, Christian Zionism is a much greater threat to the United
States than communism or fascism or Islam or any other tyrannical doctrine.
Christian Zionism completely controls the Republican Party (Jewish Zionism
controls 90% or more of the Democrat Party); it controls 80% of the evangelical
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churches in America and at least that same percentage of the evangelical
colleges, universities and seminaries; it condones and justifies mass murder,
ethnic cleansing and genocide on behalf of Israel; it is the biggest cheerleader for
perpetual foreign wars; its loyalty is first to Israel, not the United States; it refuses
to oppose the invasion of criminal illegal aliens into America, because it knows
that Israel is the largest facilitator of this invasion; its egregiously iniquitous use of
the erroneous teachings of Israel-based eschatology has made Zionist zombies
out of most evangelical pastors and churches. In short, there is almost NO
spiritual opposition to this evil antichrist beastly system. And without spiritual
opposition to antichrist, the Church becomes 'good for nothing' (Jesus, Matthew
5:13). (I invite readers to watch my recent message 'Good For Nothing
Churches'.) [Link to that message is in this article’s link below.] Any honest,
objective observer (this omits Christian Zionists) can clearly see that the U.S.
government is engaged in a devilish conspiracy with Zionist Israel to orchestrate
war inside the United States.":
https://chuckbaldwinlive.com/Articles/tabid/109/ID/4550/Are-Biden-And-Netanyah
u-Orchestrating-War-In-the-United-States.aspx
- and -
• Photos of artwork showing Trump on the cross, crucified! I'm not
necessarily all-in with this fellow's write-up, as I view the right wing and the left
wing as the same vulture-ish bird! I'm mainly sharing this KURC because of its
accompanying artwork, which shows two items of Trump personified as a christ
crucified! Yipes! That's wieeeeerd!:
https://x.com/donniedarkened/status/1643463287143559174?s=61&t=fxDqcaLfO
XqKEyB-6H2b4w
- and -
• Excellent compilation of the facts in just 5 vid minutes! And as the first article, in
this 4-piece collection of articles, underlines, with so many Christians utterly
deluded by this deception, the fall out, no doubt, is gonna be maaaaaassive!:
"The Zionist NAZI Connection and the Creation of Israel – Greg Reese" -
5.18 min vid; transcription available at link below:
https://gregreese.substack.com/p/the-zionist-nazi-connection-and-the?publication
_id=706779&play_audio=true&r=slc0h&utm_medium=email
- and -
• "US Admiral Warns Foreign Nationals Are Breaching U.S. Naval Bases 2-3
Times A Week Now: 'They Are Coming At Us Fast And Thick With An
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Unprecedented Surge Of Chinese Nationals' - 'This Is Part Of An Existential
Threat That America Faces'" - Includes 4.50 and 15.22 min vids:
http://allnewspipeline.com/US_Admiral_Warns_Foreign_Nationals_Are_Breachin
g_US_Naval_Bases.php

>🔥Why is New Caledonia on fire and why is France being tossed out of many
of the African States with more to come? There exists a "colonial tax” in 14
African countries, which were formerly French colonies, resulting in substantial
annual payments to France, amounting to around $500 billion. These countries
were under French oppression until 1958, after which they gained independence.
However, nations such as Benin, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea, Mali,
Niger, Senegal, Togo, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo,
Equatorial Guinea, and Gabon are still burdened with paying colonial taxes.
These 14 countries have a combined population of 174 million and a nominal
total GDP of $196 billion, with a PPP GDP of $411 billion. Formally, France has
halted its colonization policy, but its economic colonization of these African states
persists. A portion of the colonies’ budget continues to flow to the French central
bank under various names and categories. This process allows France to
appropriate approximately 85 percent of the former colonies’ annual income. As
a result, African countries face financial difficulties, and they are forced to borrow
back their own money from the French central bank as debts. To reclaim their
funds, African countries are limited to applying for no more than 20 percent of the
transferred amount. If they seek a larger sum, the former colonizer has the
authority to veto it. France argues that it is merely repaying the money it spent on
buildings and infrastructure constructed over a century ago. Any refusal by an
African ruler to pay the colonial tax often leads to a France-instigated coup. The
latest coup in Niger is different, the coup ousted the France-friendly president.
Africans have had enough. Here's a list of the coups that have occurred in
French colonies just in the last three years: Gabon (August 2023), Niger (July
2023), Burkina Faso (January 2022), Guinea (September 2021), Chad (April
2021) and Mali (August 2020). There are another 8 to go within the 14 that form
the sphere of French control in Africa.:
"France Secretly Owns 14 Countries" - 13.35 min vid:
https://youtu.be/_-u1Pjce4Lg?feature=shared
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>🤔 "Why Are Americans Paying For LGBTQ ‘Pride’ Events In Bulgaria,
Czech Republic And Australia? To 'enhance national security by informing and
influencing foreign publics' - Federal grant records have revealed that the US
State Department is funding random LGBTQ ‘Pride’ events in other countries." -
Includes .20, .55, .56 and .37 sec vids:
https://modernity.news/2024/05/28/why-are-americans-paying-for-lgbtq-pride-eve
nts-in-bulgaria-czech-republic-and-australia/

>✝ "Whosoever therefore shall be ashamed of Me and of My Words in this
adulterous and sinful generation; of him also shall the Son of man be ashamed,
when He cometh in the glory of His Father with the holy angels." (Mk.8:38) Well,
that's pretty clear! No ambiguity there! Who here is "not ashamed of the gospel of
Christ: for it is the power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth"
(Rom.1:16a)? "The Lord God became my helper; therefore I was not ashamed,
but I set my face as a solid rock; and I know that I shall never be ashamed."
(Isa.50:7 Septuagint) PTL!
"Nearly 40% of Christians prefer not to tell people about their faith: survey"
https://www.christianpost.com/news/40-percent-christians-prefer-not-to-tell-others
-about-their-faith.html
- and -
• "A teen told his graduating class Jesus is 'your answer.' Now he's facing
consequences" - Includes vid of speech.:
https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/politics/2024/05/28/campbell-county-gradu
ate-micah-price-mentioned-jesus-christ-in-speech/73879121007/
- and -
• "Russell Brand Shares His Experience After Converting To Christianity 1
Month Ago: ‘It’s Been A Big Change’”: - 2.21 min vid:
https://www.dailywire.com/news/russell-brand-shares-his-experience-after-conver
ting-to-christianity-1-month-ago-its-been-a-big-change
- and -
• Beautifully changed and changing the world! PTL! - Short vid, KURC:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/797725542454513

>💉 "Landmark legal ruling finds that Covid tests are not fit for purpose.
So what do the MSM do? They ignore it."
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(Excerpts:) "Testing, especially PCR testing, is the basis for the entire house of
cards of Covid restrictions that are wreaking havoc worldwide. From testing
comes case numbers. From case numbers come the ‘R number,’ the rate at
which a carrier infects others. From the ‘dreaded’ R number comes the
lockdowns and the restrictions...as time goes on, the evidence that something
may be deeply amiss with the whole foundation of our reaction to this pandemic
– the testing regime – continues to mount.":
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/507937-covid-pcr-test-fail/

>🤖 Is this what's had to happen to convince people into better self-care? Abuse
one's body at one's peril! Hospitals are truly becoming hellspitals!
• "ROBO-DOC World’s first AI hospital unveiled in China with robot doctors
who ‘can treat 3,000 patients A DAY & will save millions’ - The futuristic
medical care is expected to lead to the cultivation of 'highly-skilled
doctors'" - Includes .51 min vid:
https://www.the-sun.com/tech/11487216/worlds-first-ai-hospital-china/
- and -
• "Dr. Samuel Lee’s Team Breaks New Ground: AI Robot Passes Turing
Test–Whether We View Aegis as the Perfect Human, a God, or a Harbinger
of Doom"
(Excerpts:) "The robot, named 'Aegis', is not just any robot; it represents the
pinnacle of artificial intelligence and robotics. Designed to mimic human
appearance and behavior, Aegis stands at an average human height with a
sleek, modern design. Its synthetic skin, created from advanced materials,
provides a realistic tactile experience, making interactions with Aegis feel
incredibly lifelike. What sets Aegis apart from previous AI iterations is its
unparalleled cognitive capabilities. Aegis can adapt to any conversation
seamlessly, demonstrating an ability to learn and understand context much like a
human. It has a vast repository of memories, retaining information from every
interaction, which it uses to improve its responses and behavior continuously." -
*(https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/aegis) [In the Homeric corpus, the
"ægis" was the magical breastplate (or shield) of Zeus, which he lent to his
daughter Athena in honor of her role in principled warfare. In most accounts, it
was described as a goat-skin construction bearing a Gorgon's head at its
center.]:
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https://armageddon.news.blog/2024/05/30/dr-samuel-lees-team-breaks-new-grou
nd-ai-robot-passes-turing-test-whether-we-view-aegis-as-the-perfect-human-a-go
d-or-a-harbinger-of-doom/

"The human mind is not, like ChatGPT and its ilk, a lumbering statistical engine
for pattern matching, gorging on hundreds of terabytes of data and extrapolating
the most likely conversational response or most probable answer to a scientific
question. On the contrary, the human mind is a surprisingly efficient and even
elegant system that operates with small amounts of information; it seeks not to
infer brute correlations among data points, but to create explanations..." — Dr
Noam Chomsky

>🎤 KURC. (Intro from KU reader who sent this in:) "Barbara O'Neill interview
- Barbara meets with Edwin (a Samaon Naturapath), his Australian benefactor,
and her husband Michael O'Neill in a discussion that exposes the so-called
measles outbreak in Samoa back in 2019. Edwin shares his experience with the
failed attempts by the medical profession and sheds light on his simple vitamin
regimen, which turned out to be the remedy for many of the sick children.
Vaccinations were given to almost every child on the Island and many of whom
died as a result. Edwin was wrongfully jailed for his views and has since been
released to tell his story. Barbara expresses her response to being banned from
speaking in Australia but shares her joy as to acknowledging it as God's plan,
because the consequences of that ban has catapulted her onto the world stage
and now speaks in numerous countries sharing her faith, health advice and
natural healing remedies, rubbing shoulders with royalty in Dubai, filling
conference rooms with multi-national, multi-cultural attendees who admire and
crave for her teachings, humility and truths." -Well worth watching. Barbara's
heart-touching prayer towards the end ties it all up beautifully! PTL! 44.21 min
vid:
https://www.facebook.com/share/v/aHWq2SEdt3BM1p3f/?mibextid=oFDknk

>🌱 "Weeds can save your life." - Everyday we gather around for a hearty
breakfast and a pot of medicinal herbal tea! (And end the day with a herbal
cuppa.) We enjoy pairing from various options, all homegrown and just about
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within reach from the back porch! I hope and pray that this article lights a fuse in
those, who may not already be doing so, to get growing your own farmacy!
(Excerpts:) Recently, I gave a presentation about edible plants at my local library.
Kitchen herbs that, in fact, double as medicinals, which people can easily grow in
their gardens or on window sills. While preparing my presentation, I was
reminded that this topic is immense in its breadth and depth. One number
especially stood out and even stopped me in my tracks. There are 50,000 –
80,000 plants used medicinally worldwide, according to the Center for Biological
Diversity. What a number! I feel a bit inadequate with my limited knowledge of
several hundred of them. The millennia-old knowledge of herbal medicine is
practiced in all regions of the world and backed up by much international
research—the Near East, Russia, East Africa, North East India, and even
Transylvania. The list clearly goes on. In recent years, scientists have
re-discovered their urge to learn more about our floral companions. This
rekindling of passed-down wisdom is possibly driven by the need to find
remedies for diseases that otherwise modern medicine seems unable to prevail
over. A 2024 review, published in the journal Pharmaceuticals, appears to follow
this direction. The new release highlights 15 medicinal plants with potential
anti-tumorigenic qualities, meaning these plants have active compounds that
fight abnormal cell growth.":
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/05/weeds-can-save-your-life/

1 June

So it's June, and in some locations that means Pridemonth! And in the midst of
it, is...! God bless, keep and protect us, in Jesus' Name, "That [we] may be
blameless and harmless, the sons of God, without rebuke, in the midst of a
crooked and perverse nation, among whom [we] shine as lights in the world."
(Phil.2:15)

>🤦 That said, get ready for this "‘Scary’: Peacock Launching ‘Queer Planet’
Animal Doc to Justify LGBT Lifestyles" - and more of the same, as they flaunt,
fetish and force their fecal affronts upon the world! Includes 22.22 min vid:
https://www.faithwire.com/2024/05/30/scary-peacock-launching-queer-planet-ani
mal-doc-to-justify-lgbt-lifestyles/
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>👀 "Yea, and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution."
(2Tim.3:12) God help us to be Word-ready, because it's only going to get worse
before it gets better when Jesus Christ makes His Comeback! PTL! "Wherefore
God also hath highly exalted Him, and given Him a name which is above every
name: That at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things in heaven,
and things in earth, and things under the earth; and that every tongue should
confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father." (Phil.2:9-11)
"California city accused of banning chaplains from praying in Jesus’ name"
(Excerpts:) "A California city has been accused of wrongfully ordering two
chaplains to stop praying in the name of Jesus Christ, which a legal group argues
violates their religious freedom. The First Liberty Institute sent a complaint letter
to the Carlsbad City Council on Tuesday regarding the City Manager Scott
Chadwick allegedly ordering fire chaplain Denny Cooper and police chaplain J.C.
Cooper to stop praying in Jesus' name...the city manager's reported argument
that praying in Jesus' name constituted harassment of non-Christians and
created a hostile work environment. 'This is not a true or accurate understanding
of the law, which has always protected the prayers and expressions of religious
Americans...Ironically, the city manager's order has created a hostile environment
for the Chaplains and many other people of faith...'":
https://www.christianpost.com/news/city-accused-of-banning-chaplains-from-pray
ing-in-jesus-name.html

>🔎 "Lack of Trust: India Moves 100 Tons of Gold from United Kingdom" -
Hmmm! Follow the money!:
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/lack-of-tru
st-india-moves-100-tons-of-gold-from-united-kingdom

>🤔 Kit Knightly wonders: If Israel really is about to be ejected from the “we can
kill indiscriminately and still be good guys” club, what will that mean for the grand
chessboard? Or the greater globalist agenda?
"Are the powers-that-be preparing to cut Israel loose?"
(Excerpt:) "The rulers of Israel are blood-soaked sociopaths but they are also an
entirely disposable part of a greater malign whole. Terminology fails us here,
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because none of us in the alt-media world can ever completely agree on a name
for that whole. CJ Hopkins favours Globo-Cap, others use 'the elite', 'Deep State',
'Globalists' or 'the-powers-that-(shouldn’t)-be'. [The delites! They and their elitism
will be deleted! "And I will drive thee from thy station, and from thy state shall He
pull thee down." (Isa.22:19)] Roughly speaking, we’re talking about an
overlapping cartel of political and corporate power brokers existing outside the
so-called (largely sham) 'democratic' power structures and wielding supranational
influence in every sphere of human society. Israel, like most regions and nations,
is a base and tool of those powers, but a replaceable one.":
https://off-guardian.org/2024/05/30/are-the-powers-that-be-preparing-to-cut-israel
-loose/

>🕵 "COMMUNIST CHINA CCP WAS CREATED BY ROTHSCHILDS AND
THEIR AGENTS" - A dot-to-dot documentation of other must-know dots! (Let’s
keep discernibly dot to dotting!) - 14.58 min vid. Thankfully (because the
AI-generated narration on the video is quite "techy" and kind of stodgy), a
transcript of the video is available at the link below.:
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/communist-china-ccp-was-created-by-rothschild
s-and-their-agents/

>💉 Let's keep praying against this pandemon treaty! That it will come to naught
and rot! Prayer is not the least we can do — it's the most we can do!
• "The WHO pandemic treaty: dead but not buried":
https://unherd.com/newsroom/whos-pandemic-treaty-failure-is-only-a-temporary-
victory/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
- and -
• "COVID was just the dress rehearsal":
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/05/covid-was-just-the-dress-rehearsal/
- and -
• "Covid Inquiry: Hospitals Were Half Empty During the Pandemic - What
Pandemic?"
(Excerpts:) "Fast forward four years and the truth starts to seep out....In the
Scottish Covid Inquiry, a porter described the situation in the hospital he worked
at. First of all, he says that, even though the porters were working in a hospital,
the very place you would expect to catch Covid, none of the porters were
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catching the virus. Next the porter tells the inquiry that, contrary to what they
were expecting, there was in fact a significant fall in the amount of work they had
to do. Patients were discharged home or to care homes and elective surgeries
were cancelled. The porter says that the medical block was less than half full -
instead of being close to capacity like normal, he’d walk round and the wards
would be half empty. As a result of the empty wards, the hospital staff had lots of
free down time...[So if] you see videos such as the one below trending [Keeping
in mind the Covid dance moves we all saw online!], get ready for a bird flu
lockdown." - Includes 2.15 min and .23 sec vids:
https://nakedemperor.substack.com/p/covid-inquiry-hospitals-were-half

>🤨 Does this creature consume 3 meals of megalomania a day to maintain this
level of cabalic controlitis?!
"European President Wants Dystopian 'Pre-Bunking'" - Includes 2.29 min vid.
(Excerpts:) "This video shows President of the European Commission, Ursula
von der Leyen’s, dystopian plan to 'pre-bunk' citizens...De-bunking is no longer
working for Ursula because when somebody sees the truth and is then told it’s a
lie, that doesn’t really work. Vaccinating your body wasn't enough, now she wants
your mind...Ursula doesn’t want you to ever think these thoughts. She wants
them pre-bunked before they ever enter your brain...Von der Leyen compares
information that she doesn’t like to a virus. 'Instead of treating a virus, once it has
taken hold - that is debunking - it is much better to vaccinate so that body is
inoculated. Prebunking is the same approach'. First they wanted to vaccinate
your body, now they want to vaccinate your mind.":
https://nakedemperor.substack.com/p/watch-european-president-wants-dystopia
n

>😳 "Some scientists seriously believe we could live forever by the 2030s.
Here's what you need to know about the 'longevity escape velocity' [LEV]
theory." - Hmmm! Seems like these guys have missed the memo? "It is
appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment." (Heb.9:27)
(Excerpts:) "There isn't any drug available today that can reliably reverse-age
people. Some of the most earnest attempts have failed spectacularly. [Duh, yeah!
That's what happens if you try to flog hopium!] Combating one age-related issue
can in turn make other diseases like cancer more likely to appear...Some
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scientists say this [theory] is bogus…but the investments keep on coming...the
only participants de Grey has signed up to test out his LEV rejuvenation
treatments are mice.": -🙄 Hellooooo! Guess what, you silly LEVers, there’s no
escaping the memo! King Solomon, with all his wealth, wrote (Ecc.8:8a), “There
is no man that hath power over the spirit to retain the spirit; neither hath he power
in the day of death.” “And this is life eternal, that they might know Thee the only
true God, and Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast sent.” (John 17:3):
https://www.businessinsider.com/longevity-escape-velocity-what-is-it

"You have searched me, Lord, and You know me. You know when I sit and when
I rise; You perceive my thoughts from afar, You discern my going out and my
lying down; You are familiar with all my ways. Before a word is on my tongue,
You, Lord, know it completely. You hem me in behind and before, and You lay
Your hand upon me. Such knowledge is too wonderful for me, too lofty for me to
attain." (Psa.139:1-6 NIV)

>💥 These fools who are dickering around with God's Creation are either utterly
clueless about God's Word and Plan, or hell-bent corrupt in wanting to destroy it!
God bless and keep all those who cherish the life and love that is theirs through
our Creator's omnipresent magnificence! PTL! These two short vids are a MUST!
And share them to show others!
• There's light inside! And we can decide to be eternal children of light through
receiving Salvation in Christ Jesus! - Short vid, KURC.:
https://www.facebook.com/share/r/YSfCMK9x4Ft8Naqr/?mibextid=oFDknk
God bless, fill and keep us flowing with Jesus, the Light of the World! "The light of
the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be full of
light. But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body shall be full of darkness. If therefore
the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is that darkness!" (Mat.6:22-29)
- and -
•What if the whole world knew this?!? WOW! 5.44 min vid. KURC.:
https://www.facebook.com/paul.aldridge.1840/videos/770995284392053/

>✝ "Go ye into all the world, and preach the Gospel to every creature"
(Mk.16:15) by... (KURCs)
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• Saving lives! - .50 sec vid:
https://www.facebook.com/furrytailsofficial/videos/5800743313382970/
- and -
• Giving hugs! - .36 min vid:
https://www.facebook.com/wtvideofanpage/videos/450043157468740/
- and -
• Giving a kiss! - Short vid:
https://www.facebook.com/share/GQktNJfq57pnPpdz/?mibextid=0VwfS7
- and -
• And looking out for each other! - Short vid:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1073095347140043/

2 June

>💥 "CONFIRMED: Israel used 'U.S.-made weapons' in Rafah 'safe zone'
massacre"
(Excerpts:) "The weapons Israel used in its recent attack on a refugee camp in a
Rafah 'safe zone' came from the United States, an investigation has revealed.
The several hundred people who were injured or killed in the attack succumbed
to U.S.-made GBU-39 bombs, the investigation found, making America directly
complicit in Israel's genocide.":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-05-31-israel-used-us-weapons-rafah-safe-zo
ne.html

>🕵We know WHO dunnit! Let's keep praying for the demise of this demonic
crap trap!
• "Major Items which were removed from the IHR Amendments/Pandemic
Treaty" - Read the article to find out what was removed. But bear in mind that
(excerpt:), "One bad thing remained in the IHR, and that was 'addressing'
misinformation and disinformation, but the IHR did not tell nations how to address
it." - For now! Because I reckon that it could very well be addressed sooner or
later, in light of what I posted yesterday regarding "European President Wants
Dystopian 'Pre-Bunking'"; the delites desire to govern what people think from the
onset of thinking! How will this be achieved? Through a mandatory
lobotomy-style chip? The Mark of the Beast? God bless and keep us urgently
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"fully persuaded in [our] own mind to have the mind of Christ!" (see Rom.14:5;
1Cor.2:16):
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/06/meryl-nass-major-items-which-were-removed-fr
om-the-ihr-amendments-pandemic-treaty/
- But there's also this! -
• "The 77th World Health Assembly HAS adopted a substantial package of
amendments to the International Health Regulations.We the People have
suffered a stunning defeat. The battle continues.":
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/06/the-amendments-to-the-ihr-have-been-adopted
/

>👀 • "Japanese Leader Apologizes to the Unvaccinated: ‘You Were Right,
Vaccines Are Killing Millions of Our Loved Ones’ - 'I APOLOGIZE TO ALL OF
YOU. SO MANY HAVE DIED, AND THEY SHOULDN’T HAVE' - Kazuhiro
Haraguchi, the former Japanese Minister for Internal Affairs, has become the first
major politician to apologize to the unvaccinated for the tsunami of deaths
occurring among the vaccinated population." - Includes 4.48 min vid
- and -
• "Bill Gates Caught Telling Inner Circle 'Global Famine' Will Make Elites
'God-Like'" - 15.31 min vid
Both items here:
https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/japanese-leader-apologizes-to-the-unvaccinated-you-w
ere-right-vaccines-are-killing-millions-of-our-loved-ones/

>🔥 "Using Laser to Cut Tree Branches!" And those who are in the know
know good and well what else is being done with lasers!🔥!!! - .19 sec vid
(KURC):
https://www.facebook.com/MakeandHair74/videos/2534308800086442/

>📢 The reason I have coupled the following two articles together is because I
believe they coincide, in a sense, with what I've said above about the urgency of
being in the Christ frame of mind more than ever before! Note the words "Weary"
and "Resistance" in the first article of this coupling. It says in Daniel 7:25 that the
Antichrist (who will be revealed after the upcoming new-world order is fully
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implemented, with its governing council of 10 leaders [A is first letter of alphabet;
I is ninth letter of alphabet; 1+9=10! Will they be 10 AI leaders?!]) "shall speak
great words against the most High, and shall wear out the saints of the most
High". Then in 1Peter 5:8-9 and James 4:7 it says, "Be sober, be vigilant;
because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking
whom he may devour: whom resist steadfast in the faith; resist the devil, and he
will flee from you." So if one's mind is not built up in the Word whereby to resist
and "not be weary in well doing" (Galatians 6:9), they'll be a sure target for the
Devil's demolition process!
• "Evil Providing the Path of Least Resistance to the Weary":
https://www.truth11.com/evil-providing-the-path-of-least-resistance/
- and -
• Along with healthy and substantial spiritual intake, let us take heed to our
physical nutritional intake as well, to help us to be able to fully fire on all of our
God-given cylinders!
"Mitochondrial Health Is a Key Countermeasure Against the Global
Indoctrination Program – Dr Mercola and Dr Nehls"
(Excerpts from the introductory "article at a glance":) "...chronic stress and fear
mongering have led to inhibited hippocampal neurogenesis and decreased
mental resilience, which facilitates indoctrination. Your neurology is being
assailed in a variety of ways that can impair your cognition. The good news is,
once you understand how this is done, you can take proactive steps to protect
your neurological health and in so doing 'inoculate' yourself against indoctrination
at the same time. Two thinking systems exist: non-thinking (System 1) and critical
thinking (System 2). Stress and poor mitochondrial health impair activation of
System 2. Lifestyle factors like having a purpose, making sure you’re getting all
essential micronutrients, especially vitamin D and iodine, social connections,
exercise and sleep support hippocampal neurogenesis, which is essential for
lifelong neurological health. Essential dietary factors for mitochondrial health and
energy production include limiting linoleic acid intake, eating the right carbs in
optimal amounts and limiting fats, and keeping your serotonin and estrogen
levels low. Certain dietary supplements are also helpful." - I recommend reading
this article in full! Includes 9.39 and 7.23 min and .18 sec vids:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/06/mitochondrial-health-is-a-key-countermeasure-
against-the-global-indoctrination-program-dr-mercola-and-dr-nehls/
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>🚨 Don't miss checking out these two items, which I reviewed today as I
reflected on what has happened in the world since this alarming pagan ceremony
took place! Not behind closed doors, but in broad daylight! Its reverberations
have only just begun!
• "The Opening Ceremony of the World’s Largest Tunnel Was a Bizarre
Occult Ritual":
https://vigilantcitizen.com/vigilantreport/opening-ceremony-worlds-largest-tunnel-
bizarre-occult-ritual/
- and -
• "More Mysterious Connections Between Ancient Demonic gods and the
Entity Connected to CERN’s Gotthard Base Tunnel RESURRECTION
Efforts":
https://www.skywatchtv.com/2020/07/14/more-mysterious-connections-between-
ancient-demonic-gods-and-the-entity-connected-to-cerns-gotthard-base-tunnel-re
surrection-efforts/

>⚠ "Catholic Churches Going Bankrupt as Families Abandon the Church
to Protect their Children from Pedophile Priests" - Includes 12.38 and 2.29
min vids. Is this in line with the prophesied falling away and the lack of
Word-based Christians? "Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and by our gathering together unto Him, that ye be not soon
shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as
from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand. Let no man deceive you by any
means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away first, and
that man of sin [the Antichrist] be revealed, the son of perdition." (2Thes.2:1-3)
(Excerpts:) "And this problem of pedophile clergy is not limited to just the Catholic
Church, but is a problem in ALL Christian Churches who have a central authority
figure or figures that claim to be more holy than the non-clergy, and are trusted to
have access to children. I have spent more time recently in reporting on the
Evangelical Protestant clergy where pedophile pastors are just as prevalent, but
even perhaps MORE powerful today than the Catholic Church, due to their ties to
the U.S. Government and the military.":
https://healthimpactnews.com/2024/catholic-churches-going-bankrupt-as-families
-abandon-the-church-to-protect-their-children-from-pedophile-priests/
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3 June

>😳 The delites ran Event 201 in October 2019 to condition us for their
grotesque global pandemonic a few months later. They now have a Cyber Attack
simulation scheduled for September 10-11, as they plan to bring down the
internet when they choose to do so. Selecting September 11, ie 9/11, may not
just be coincidental! More of their flaunted predictive programming? What will the
next several months reveal?
"Cyber Polygon - An international online training event aimed at increasing
global cyber resilience - September 10–11, 2024 - Applications for entries
open in June. Subscribe to our newsletter to not miss the event":
https://cyberpolygon.com/

>🚨 "French President Macron To Announce: 'Europe is at war with Russia'
on June 6" - Hmmm, 6 June is the anniversary of D-Day!:
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/french-pre
sident-macron-to-announce-europe-is-at-war-with-russia-on-june-6

>🤦 Is the U.S. Congress so beholden to Israel that they can’t see how the rest
of the world will see this? With this invitation, they are effectively endorsing
Netanyahu’s actions in Gaza. Many will now see the U.S. as complicit in the
ongoing slaughter.
"Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu accepts invitation to address
joint meeting of Congress":
https://www.cnn.com/2024/05/31/politics/benjamin-netanyahu-joint-address-cong
ress/index.html

>😭 "Israel plans new invasion after Biden outlines truce
(window-dressing?) roadmap."
(Excerpts:) "The World Food Program says daily life has become 'apocalyptic' in
parts of southern Gaza since Israel began its assault on Rafah.":
https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2024/06/01/726642/Israel-plans-new-invasion-after-
Biden-outlines-truce-roadmap---
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>🤨 India defies pressure from Washington to sign a port deal with Iran. Hmmm,
should we be on the lookout for consequences?
"India inks 10-year deal to operate Iran’s Chabahar port - India developing
port to bypass Pakistan in bid to transport goods to Iran, Afghanistan and
Central Asia - Washington says US sanctions on Iran 'remain in place', warns
countries they will be imposed":
https://www.arabnews.pk/node/2509736/world

>📣 Mike Stone's battlecry against faggotization!
• "NFL Stands Against Heterosexuals"
(Excerpts:) "Because the NFL openly supports trannyism, which consists of the
molestation and sexual mutilation of children, it's clear to anyone who is honest
enough to admit it that only a feminized man could support such a league. No
truly masculine man would do such a thing, because it would mean abdicating
his natural role as a protector of children...If you believe in any type of afterlife,
it's even worse. Remember, God nuked entire cities for practicing homosexuality
[see Genesis chapter 19]. Not only that, but the Bible says the sin of
homosexuality is one of only four sins that cry out to Heaven for vengeance
[murder (Gen.4:10), sodomy (Gen.18:20-21), oppression of the poor (Exo.2:23),
and defrauding workers of their just wages (Jam.5:4)]. And keep in mind that
Jesus said it were better for someone to have a millstone tied around their neck
and be cast into the sea than to suffer the punishment allotted to someone who
harms children [see Mat.28:6]...To support the NFL is to support little boys getting
their penises chopped off and little girls getting their breasts chopped off. It's to
support the murder of innocent babies. What kind of a man would do such a
thing? Only a man who has completely abandoned his role as a protector of
children. In other words, a feminized man.":
https://henrymakow.com/2024/06/mike-stone---nfl-stands-agains.html
- and -
• "Football is Everything for Everybody" - .30 sec vid. "'Were they ashamed
when they had committed abomination? Nay, they were not at all ashamed,
neither could they blush: therefore shall they fall among them that fall: in the time
of their visitation they shall be cast down', saith the LORD.” (Jer.8:12):
https://youtu.be/fzBWMUW1juY?feature=shared
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>👶"Children and family are key priorities for Russia"
(Excerpts:) "It is crucial that every child has the chance to be surrounded by care
and love while growing up, the president has said. The remarks were made in an
official statement on International Children’s Day on June 1.":
https://www.rt.com/russia/598636-children-family-priorities-russia/

>💊 "No Science No Cures: psycho-pharmaceutical pseudo-science
exposed"
(Excerpt:) "Can we please stop entrusting our wellbeing and the wellbeing of our
children to corrupt degenerates? The pharmaceutical industry and the psychiatric
industry form an unholy alliance, generating profits from human misery. Their
business model is simple: List out and group together a set of emotional and
behavioural characteristics and give them a scientific-sounding psychiatric label.
Then prescribe psychiatric drugs like antidepressants to those who present with
that label. Prescribed for everything from learning and behavioural problems,
bedwetting, premenstrual tension, juvenile delinquency, aggression, criminality,
drug addiction and smoking, [Plus for anxiety, in the form of sleeping aids, and as
all-around coping drugs for just living! And the list goes on!], to handling the fears
and problems of the elderly, antidepressants are among the most widely
prescribed drugs in England." - "Trust in the Lord with all thine heart; and lean not
unto thine own understanding. In all thy ways acknowledge Him, and He shall
direct thy paths. Be not wise in thine own eyes: fear the Lord, and depart from
evil [In all its forms!]. It shall be health to thy navel [70-80% of one's immune
system is housed in the gut, so one must make sure one's digestive system is in
tip-top shape! Which starts with what one puts in one's gob, along with one's
receptivity to the peace of Christ having dominion upon one's nervous system
and entire being!] and marrow to thy bones. Then shall there be health to thy
body, and good keeping to thy bones." (Pro.3:5-8, plus verse 8 from the
Septuagint):
https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/no-science-no-cures-psycho-pharmaceutical-p
seudo-science-exposed/
- and -
• "The 50 Most Commonly Prescribed Drugs in the United States"
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(Excerpts:) "...the country that spends the most on prescription drugs by far...
prescription drug use in the United States reached a record high in 2020" - And
ever-rising! Very astonishing chart here!:
https://nyrequirements.com/img/blog/most-commonly-prescribed-drugs-large.png

>💉 “We must move as quickly as possible to a one-world government,
one-world religion under a one-world leader.” - Robert Muller (United Nations),
author of the "World Core Educational" curriculum.
• "Pro-Vax Doctor Blows Whistle: ‘Biggest Crime in History of Medicine’" -
Her full 54.55 video is included, along with a .35 sec vid.
(Excerpts:) "McCullough explains that people around the world are now
beginning to realize that they made a 'giant personal health mistake' by being
injected with the Covid mRNA shots. Understanding what’s happening is
slow...It’s very very psychological...I think once people take the vaccines they just
can’t psychologically handle the idea that it could’ve been a giant personal health
mistake...And most people who took the vaccines, they’ll say, ‘I don’t want to talk
about it. That means psychologically they can’t handle it.'" - And so the Hellth
system will prescribe antidepressants to deal with it! Only Jesus Christ can
deliver from guilt and give peace that passeth all understanding (see Phil.4:7)!:
https://slaynews.com/news/pro-vax-doctor-blows-whistle-biggest-crime-history-m
edicine/
- and -
• "We stand in front of the global headquarters of one of the most evil
organizations ever to curse this planet...Their ambition is to control the world
with a global tyranny and a global religion called sustainability and inclusion. This
vision was first articulated by a former assistant secretary general of this
organization named Robert Mueller, who laid out a vision leading up to the
Millennium Assembly 25 years ago, not just for a global tyranny but for the United
Nations to seize control of the entire evolution of man and the evolution of
Earth...Our sovereignty is sacred, we cannot give it and you cannot take it from
us. But to the United Nations I give a warning, that is not a building of glass and
steel and concrete, that is a Babel and God shall not be mocked, their judgment
is coming." - Definitely read in full and watch accompanying 2.21 min vid!:
https://x.com/newstart_2024/status/1797029964123971849
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>💥 There's no time like the present to review this one (from Dec.2021)!
"The Occult is The Spiritual Foundation of The United Nations. The Stage Is
Set For The Coming One World Government Under One World Leader. 'No
one will enter the New World Order unless he or she will make a pledge to
worship Lucifer. (David Spangler, Director of Planetary Initiative, United
Nations)'":
https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/the-occult-is-the-spiritual-foundation

>⚠ "The next generation of the ‘Internet of Bodies’ could meld tech and
human bodies together"
(Excerpts:) "The first category is external. First-generation technology such as
smartwatches or rings have become mainstream ways to track our steps or heart
rate. Smart glasses, which can function as cameras, headphones or monitors,
are another example of early IOB devices. The second generation is internal.
These are devices you ingest or have implanted. Think of pacemakers with
digital implants, smart prosthetics hardwired into patients’ nerves and muscles, or
even digital pills that transmit medical data after you swallow them. Finally,
there’s the third generation. These devices completely merge with the body while
maintaining a real-time connection to an external machine and the internet...'As
bits and bodies meld and as human flesh becomes permanently entwined with
hardware, software, and algorithms, IOB will test our norms and values as a
society...In particular, it will challenge [and demonically attempt to change]
notions of human autonomy and self-governance.'":
https://www.cnbc.com/2024/06/01/internet-of-bodies-could-meld-tech-and-human
-bodies-together.html

>✝ "See the newly verified Caravaggio painting going on display in Spain"
- "For nothing is secret that will not be revealed, nor anything hidden that will not
be known and come to light." (Lk.8:17) All of humankind will be verified as to
what they really believe by the Centre of this painting! Jesus Christ, the Word of
God! “For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life. For every
one that doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds
should be reproved. But he that doeth truth cometh to the light, that his deeds
may be made manifest, that they are wrought in God. Verily, verily, I say unto
you, He that believeth on Me hath everlasting life.” (Jn.3:16,20,21; 6:47)
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https://www.npr.org/2024/05/28/nx-s1-4983674/caravaggio-painting-prado-ecce-h
omo

4 June

> Today I'd like to start with a repeat of an article from KU#128/18 March,
because this past weekend I encountered someone's misuse of Romans 13. God
help us to remember who our allegiance is to!
🔊 "Why We as Christians Cannot Ignore the Misuse of Romans 13" - (Both
text and audio version [11.38 min] provided.) PTL! I've been praying and waiting
for such an article as this to address this very quandary that I've seen many a
Christian struggle with, fall for and swallow. When the💉psyop was loosed, I
witnessed a pastor say to his congregation, "Well, we'd better just obey the
authorities, do the right thing, and get it." Classic putrefied reaction!, due to
what?: fear?, confusion? The Word says, "For God hath not given us the spirit of
fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind. For God is not the author of
confusion." (2Tim.1:7; 1Cor.14:33a) I don't want the "S" to be missing from the
"Word" in my life! I want both "S" + "Word" = SWord so to be Heb.4:12ing! "For
the Word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged SWord,
piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and
marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart."
(Excerpts:) "I offer a warning. [Being from 2018, this was indeed a warning as to
what transpired globally about 18 months later!] If we allow any human
government of any party or political persuasion to represent that obedience to its
dictates are the will of God, then we will stand under the judgment of history and
of God. There will be a real-world [wide] reckoning ending in tragedy for all [who
took a knee, gave an arm to the hypnotists]. I am heartened by seeing so many
in the broader Christian, Jewish and interfaith communities step forward to
criticize this improper use of scripture. But I am also disturbed by the silence or
even approval I see among other people who claim Jesus as their Lord...you and
I are called to be vigilant. To be critical thinkers. To raise our voices against any
idols placed in front of us by any human authority. Because we do not believe
that human leaders are the ones who we ultimately answer to. And because in
the end, we are not ultimately responsible to our leaders, our ultimate faith is also
not meant to be in them...We are in a storm, and we shouldn’t forget that we are
in His presence...This should both challenge us and remind us that we’re not in
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charge of everything. We are to keep our eyes open, be vigilant, take action as
we can, and to pray for the day when things are indeed on earth as they are in
heaven. Amen." - Amen!:
https://roodscreen.org/why-we-as-christians-cannot-ignore-the-misuse-of-romans
-13-ee7631d5b440

A planet parade took place on Monday night, 3 June, with Mercury, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Neptune, and Uranus lined up in almost perfect alignment on one side of
the sun and joined by the crescent of the waning Moon. The best visibility of the
unique event came before dawn and early morning. Another parade of planets
with only 5 celestial bodies will occur on the night of June 17.

>💥 So far, 13 Western countries, including 11 European nations, have agreed
to let Kiev use their weapons to strike targets inside Russia, despite strong
opposition from several nations. Where is this all going? Well, one thing's for
sure: Yep, again, follow the money!
"UKRAINE’S Rare Earth Metals Valued at $11.7 TRILLION"
(Excerpts:) "Ukraine’s Handlers, the CIA, want to build a Lithium plant outside of
Kyiv in order to oppose China’s monopoly. It is believed that Ukraine has the
largest unexplored rare earth minerals in Europe valued at $11.5 trillion. This
would explain why depopulating Ukraine [Via the meatgrinder of war!] was a
necessary evil in order to take control over the resources. – Until the Last
Ukrainian.~Zelenskiy quote. Most of Ukraine’s rare earth reserves, including
those of lithium, beryllium and niobium, are currently in zones occupied by
Russia, mainly Zaporizhzhia and Donetsk on eastern Ukraine. Black gold soil –
white gold minerals. These minerals are essential in making chips, smartphones,
windmills, solar panels, laptops, and electric vehicles. And Europe wants them
badly...While Russia is considered the largest producer of rare earth metals after
China, at 2.6 thousand metric tons per year, the consequences of Ukraine’s
production could impact trade. From that standpoint, Russia has no real impetus
to end the onslaught in Ukraine. And a more nefarious agenda may be playing
out via the CIA and MI6. There is no love lost between Ukrainians and the CIA,
MI6 and Mossad. Their economy is negligible. But sharing $11.7 trillion with
these citizens is not a common consideration among the Kabbalahs. Thus, using
Russia as a means of eliminating the population and their share of the wealth
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could explain the ‘forever war concept’. It is the same game plan used over and
over in Africa. Steal their wealth while punishing the citizens and pushing them
deeper into poverty. Decade after decade, there has been no reduction in
poverty, no hastening to shared economic wealth, no building – there are only
vacant words while they rape the land, its resources, and wealth." - Don't miss
the rest!:
https://helenaglass.net/2024/05/28/ukraines-rare-earth-minerals-the-target/
- and -
• The above leads me to repost these items from KU#117/29 Dec. Does all this
add up as to perhaps why these two global-sucking conflagrations are happening
at the same time?:
1. The delites step on the gas! Although these two are from Nov. 2023, they're a
must-read so that one is not gaslit by what's going on! Insights into why so many
nations, petrostates and their hirelings have their hands already in the cookie jar
and are deliberately and audaciously fuelling and even charadesquely
championing USrael's war crimes!
"Everybody Wants Gaza's Gas - The $500 billion windfall shoring up EU
supplies"
(Excerpts:) “While bombs rain down, business continues as usual, with Israel
granting 12 licenses to six companies to explore for natural gas off the country's
Mediterranean coast on October 30th. This is the latest venture to exploit one of
several gas fields discovered on the Mediterranean coast over recent decades,
aiming to solve Israel’s energy dependency and, crucially, Europe’s supplies. The
total oil and gas reserves were valued at a staggering $524 billion in 2019. But
Israel does not have sole legal entitlement to the $524 billion, according to a UN
report published in the same year. Not only is some of the $524 billion sourced
from within the Occupied Territory of Palestine, much of the rest sits outside
national borders in the deep sea, and thus should be shared with all relevant
parties...In June 2022, under pressure to find another source of gas since
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the EU signed a Memorandum of Understanding
with a different colonising force to import gas from the Leviathan gas field [off the
coast of Gaza]. This gas field, the biggest of recent discoveries, holds 22 trillion
cubic feet in recoverable natural gas and could meet Israel’s domestic demands
for 40 years...Natural gas is seen as...building trading bridges with neighbouring
Arab countries. Egypt began importing gas from the Leviathan field in 2020…
Natural gas, or 'LNG' is being used as a political ploy around the world to deepen
political relationships and economic interdependence as the world shifts from oil
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not out of morality but simply because oil reserves are running dry...LNG is the
darling fossil fuel with 40% less carbon dioxide emissions than coal (a low bar),
and 125 years of global supply in current reserves.":
https://www.planetcritical.com/p/everybody-wants-gazas-gas
- and -
2. "Behind Israel’s ‘end game’ for Gaza: Theft of offshore gas reserves":
https://iacenter.org/2023/11/15/behind-israels-end-game-for-gaza-theft-of-offshor
e-gas-reserves/

>♨ "‘Leader of the free world’ permits genocide and global annihilation -
This week may go down as the week that saw the collective Western
leadership being self-indicted as criminally insane."
(Excerpts:) "Confirming their moral decrepitude, Biden and virtually all of the
Western establishment are moving to escalate the NATO proxy war in Ukraine by
sponsoring a NeoNazi regime to hit Russia with long-range ballistic weapons.
The criminals have become insane in their warmongering and gambling with a
potential nuclear conflagration. President Putin warned that such relentless
escalation would have dire consequences. That’s not a bluff or idle warning. The
savagery of Western imperialism has become a full-blown disease – again. World
War One and Two were earlier pandemics of this disease. It is threatening the
world once more in the obscene disguise of 'democracy, freedom and rule of law'.
But that threadbare disguise is as transparent as it is grotesque. The diabolical
image of a distraught Palestinian father holding up the body of a decapitated
baby is the horrific reality of Western imperialism. There is no restraint in what
this psychopathic system is capable of permitting – the genocide of millions and
ultimately global annihilation. If there is any hope, it may be that the abominable
reality galvanizes the world to rise up against this criminal system and the war
criminals that lord it in high office.":
https://strategic-culture.su/news/2024/05/31/leader-of-the-free-world-permits-gen
ocide-and-global-annihilation/

>🚨 "REVEALED: Dr. Anthony Fauci confesses he 'made up' covid rules
including 6 feet social distancing and masking kids - Fauci said he does not
know where the six foot social distancing rule came from - He also said that he
was unaware of studies recommending masks for kids" - A thoroughly drenched
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demonic agent of the Devil! Utter steriodial wickedness! "All the day long they
have abominated my words; all their [syringes and pharmakeia] devices are
against me for evil. Thou wilt on no account save them; thou wilt bring down the
people [of Satan!] in wrath. O God, I have declared my life to Thee; Thou has set
my tears before Thee, even according to Thy promise. Mine enemies shall be
turned back, in the day wherein I shall call upon Thee; behold, I know that Thou
art my God. In God, will I praise His word; in the Lord will I praise His saying. I
have hoped in God; I will not be afraid of what man shall do to me." (Psa.56: 5,
6a, 7-11 Septuagint):
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13481839/dr-anthony-fauci-social-distan
cing-masks-prevent-covid.html

>🤔 "Mexico set to elect first female president in historic vote - The vote
has been heralded as a major step in Mexico, with the winner [Claudia
Sheinbaum] becoming the first woman leader in a country often criticised for its
macho culture." - Does it look like those who have carried out and/or instigated
the "marring" mentioned in this article are really the ones calling the shots (pun
intended!), or, at least, a lot of them!?
(Excerpts:) "The contest has, however, been marred by violence, with 38
candidates killed during the campaign – the most in the country’s modern history,
stoking concerns about the threat of warring drug cartels to Mexico’s
democracy...this electoral process has been the most violent...Eighty-seven
percent of all the candidates that were aggressed or killed were actually running
for a post at the municipal local level.":
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2024/6/2/mexico-set-to-elect-first-female-presid
ent
- and -
• More clues as to why so many candidates were gunned down, helping pave the
way for Sheinbaum? Keep dot to dotting!
"Who is Mexico's Jewish presidential candidate: Profiling Claudia
Sheinbaum":
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-761772
- and -
• "Mexico elects Claudia Sheinbaum as its first woman president...'We have
demonstrated that Mexico is a democratic country with peaceful [?!?] elections',
she said." - Me thinks she's a bought-&-sold, do-as-you're-told politricksian!:
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https://www.1news.co.nz/2024/06/03/mexico-votes-in-historic-elections-marred-b
y-cartel-violence/

>💉 Update on this tentacle of global thuggery! Let's keep praying against these
medikill and, no doubt, money-driven, man-pleasing, manipulated maniacs!
"WHO International Health Regulations - In a frantic last minute rush,
modified IHR were illegally approved by the most recent World Health
Assembly (#77)" - Includes 2.07 min vid:
https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/who-international-health-regulations?utm_so
urce=profile&utm_medium=reader2

>🔎 This is a 38.55 min vid, but if you don't have the time to watch it, please just
run your eye down the timestamps, which is what I did. And then let's all say it
together: The left wing and the right wing is the same bird! I shared that quote
with someone this week who said that perhaps Trump is like JFK? Well, we got
that sorted, and they're now on the Key Updates mailing list. Welcome! And the
main thing is that we're all keeping up our Spirit-led "dot-to-dot" regimen,
because who knows for how long I'll be compiling Key Updates. "My times are in
Thy hand." (Psa.31:15a)
"How Wall Street buys US elections: Blackstone funds Trump, BlackRock
backs Biden – Ben Norton – video and timestamps":
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/06/how-wall-street-buys-us-elections-blackstone-f
unds-trump-blackrock-backs-biden-ben-norton-video-and-timestamps/

>😭 "WATCH: A large memorial was captured today in the streets of
Austria of those injured or killed by the COVID-19 vaccines" - 1.32 min vid.
May they rest in peace. Only a wee drop in the bucket! This jabgenocide
murdered millions upon millions! And it's abominable residual effects continue!:
https://thecanadianindependent.substack.com/p/watch-a-large-memorial-was-ca
ptured
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>😬 • "Chinese university shows off robot guide dog" - .31 sec vid. This AI
canine appears so benign! Yet another sign of inhumane design? Life and love
give purpose and joy! Where's the warmth and affection from a mechanical toy?:
https://rumble.com/v4z3ejb-chinese-university-shows-off-robot-guide-dog.html
- And perhaps the "dog" will be spying on its master? -
• "Denver to deploy DRONES to respond to 911 calls" - Includes 2.34 min vid.
Are such incremental-yet-accelerating steps to get the masses accustomed to
being ruled by AI!?:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-05-31-denver-to-deploy-drones-during-911-ca
lls.html

>👏 Yippee!! I'll see y’all thar! Drinks are on me!
"Idaho bar sparks fury for declaring June 'Heterosexual Awesomeness
Month' and giving free beers and 15% discounts to straight men - Old State
Saloon to give all straight men one free beer on Mondays in June - The bar is
celebrating 'Heterosexual Awesomeness Month' during Pride Month - The
announcement got heavy criticism but also got some praise from patrons" :
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13485801/Idaho-bar-Hetero-Male-Day-fr
ee-beers-straight-men.html

>✝ “The Brain Myth: Your Intellect and Thoughts Originate in Your Heart,
Not Your Brain - 'Jesus knew what they were thinking and asked, “Why are you
thinking these things in your hearts? The things that come out of a person’s
mouth come from the heart."' (Lk.5:22; Mat.15:18 NIV)" - Includes 1.29, 10.51
and 13.43 min vids. Amazing information! PTL! God help us all to be thinking with
our hearts and not with our heads to stay close to the Lord and miles ahead of
the deluded masses stuck in the mire of Satan's sly web and its chorus of liars!:
https://created4health.org/the-brain-myth-your-intellect-and-thoughts-originate-in-
your-heart-not-your-brain/

Okay! I'm gonna end it there. Whew! Whatta week! God bless and keep us all on
our Endtime toes! Because that's where we are! "And as the toes of the feet were
part of iron, and part of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong, and partly
broken. And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle
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themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even
as iron is not mixed with clay. And in the days of these kings shall the God of
heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed: and the kingdom shall
not be left to other people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all these
kingdoms, and it shall stand for ever." (Dan.2:42-44) Check out these videos for
more on Daniel chapter 2!:
> THE PROPHECIES OF DANIEL (Nightlight Interview with Mark McMillion)
https://youtu.be/STkUqWVeTOY?feature=shared
> The Book of Daniel Chapter 2 (From Mark McMillion’s website)
https://www.propheciesofdaniel.com/video/daniel-2/
> THE “TEN TOES” IN DANIEL 2 – And the Coming Antichrist (Nightlight
Interview with Stephen Strutt)
https://youtu.be/2w1osFvTPAs?feature=shared

“The Lord bless thee, and keep thee:
The Lord make His face shine upon thee, and be gracious unto thee:
The Lord lift up His countenance upon thee, and give thee peace.

(Numbers 6:24-26)

***Disclaimer***
In the process of compiling the following articles, Cathy Gehr attempts to provide
newsworthy insights and information to help contribute to the interest of the reader. It is
with sincerity of intention to offer discerning and often controversial commentaries in
order to broaden and/or expose the truth behind world events and their impacts. By
implementing due diligence, decipherability, common sense and a large measure of
Christian-based foundation, the selection of this content has been presented with the
intention to provide value to the readership. Although applying great attention to detail,
as a matter of course, not all publicised opinions, commentaries and analyses will be a
full representation of our personal beliefs. Mainstream media are bound to their limited
guidelines and governances; whereas, we endeavor to offer another side of the coin,
with confirmations from reputable sources, in an effort to reveal real and factual news
stories. We encourage all interested and participating parties to embark on their own
research to verify, validate, substantiate and authenticate for themselves the material
therein.
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